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Welcome… to a world where size 

does matter. A world where it takes less than a minute to 

hook up your trailer and hit the road for a spontaneous trip… a 

world where you can unhook your trailer & set up camp in mere 

minutes… a world where it doesn’t matter what kind of vehicle 

you drive or where you are going… a world your footprint is light 

and your trailer is even lighter… a world, where less is more… 

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF TEARDROP CAMPER TRAILERS. 

History—Teardrop camper trailers were birthed during the World War II era and quickly became popular in the United States. 
They were originally constructed with 4x8 sheets of plywood and materials obtained from surplus markets – Steel U Channel or Round Steel They were originally constructed with 4x8 sheets of plywood and materials obtained from surplus markets – Steel U Channel or Round Steel 
Tube frames, wheels salvaged from Jeeps on sunken ships and exterior skins originating from wings of World War II Bombers. These cute, 
economical trailers slowly gained steam and soon, a litany of magazines published articles and building plans - giving the diminutive trailer 
even more notoriety. The teardrop trailer hit its stride in a post-war America – from manufacturing companies to “Do it Yourself” plans, 
teardrops achieved a good deal of success in relatively short order. Over the following decades, the concept that ‘bigger was better’ put the 
teardrop trailer in hibernation. Now, over half of a century later, the teardrop camper trailer has been reborn.



The Lite Series Teardrop trailers were designed to be light… and these de� nitely � t the bill. Your 

sub-compact or trike will be very pleased! These ultra-light models clock in right around 500 lbs and provide safe, 

comfortable, convenient and ef� cient sleeping quarters for your journey.

Being one of the staple units of our line, Rascals have been 

everywhere! From Europe to the Alaskan Highway, this 

demure little camper will make you forget you are even 

towing anything. Perhaps the most aerodynamic of all 

teardrops, the scooped front offers less wind resistance 

and a trough for your pillow – extending the sleeping area 

to well over 6' in length. The Rascal has all of the features 

listed above but also comes with pass-through cabinetry to 

the galley where you’ll � nd a � ip-up countertop. 

Please defer to the owner’s manual of your vehicle for towing capabilities.

Formerly known as the Joey, this 

ultra-light teardrop comes in a 

4x7 or 5x7. The base model comes 

with 1 door, an open interior and 

white steel wheels. This makes the 

Deuce the perfect starter teardrop 

or an ideal side-kick for commercial 

applications. The popular XP package 

offers cabinetry, alloy wheels and a 

second door. Deuce

Rascal
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The little guy The “original” teardrop created by Little Guy, presents a modern, casual twist to the 

traditional understanding of teardrops. Available in 4' 5' and 6' wide, these were designed to be ideal for 1 or 2 adults, a 

couple kids or small pets!

The 5-Wide Little Guy is our #1 selling model – featuring a Queen Sized Sleeping area, while the 6-Wide offers nearly a King.  Each 
Little Guy features a 18" deep platform across the front of the trailer, aluminum fenders and alloys.  The large galley countertops in 
the rear are offer a large workable countertop which is capable of handling a sink, stove or your own storage system.

Every trailer we offer features interior lighting, cup holders, linoleum � oors, roof vent/fan, double locking entry doors 

with sliding windows and screen, � berglass sidewalls, aluminum roofs & locking rear hatch door, custom fenders & 

wheels, stabilizer jacks and LED marker & tail lights.

� e Little Guy
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OFF ROAD & OFF GRID Take a hard right and hit the dirt running. These teardrops were designed 

without asphalt in mind. No boundaries - just open air and freedom.

The B.O.S.S. takes the Rough Rider to a whole new level.

Exterior Features: Carbon Fiber Custom Wrap, Powder Coated Metal 
Surfaces, 36" Deep Platform with Large Stowable Ramp, Receiver Rack, 
Heavy Duty Stabilizer Jacks, Side Mounted LP Tank, Side Mounted Retractable 
Hose Reel with Hand Crank, PRORAC Roof Rack System, Dual 5 gal. Jerry 
Tanks, AC/Heat Prep Package, Porch Lights, Uber-Tough Wheel Jack, Solar 
Prepped, Marine Style Battery and a Heavy Duty Locking Gear Box.

Galley Features: Black Cabinetry and Countertop, Sink with 5 gallon fresh 
water tank and City water line, 2 Burner LP Stove, Power Converter Center, 
Pass Through Cabinetry. Interior Features: Black Cabinetry with Silver 
Ceiling and Accents, 9" TV/DVD/CD/AMFM Under the Cabinet System, Dual 
Ri� e Rack, Low Draw LED Lighting, Power Roof Fan, AC/DC Connections, 
King Sized Sleeping Area, Interior Mesh Storage Pockets, Pass through 
Cabinetry and 4 Concealed Storage Compartments in the Floor.

Take our 6-Wide Little Guy, add a 5' deep platform to it, 

load it up with your gear, dirtbikes or ATV and get out on 

the road. Now, that’s a sport trailer!

Beef up any Little Guy for the ultimate off road experience. 

The Rough Rider features electric brakes, a custom made 

chassis, pintle hook and skidplates. For that extra bit of 

performance, we out� t it with knobby 15" mud tires and 

squared off fenders.

Sport Series � e Rough Rider

� e B.O.S.S. (Bug Out Survival Shelter)
Inspired by Tim Ralston, Survival Expert
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silver shadow The Silver Shadow family is inspired by the classic teardrop trailer, complete with a 

silver exterior and birch interior. In addition to the retro appeal, the Shadow includes LED lights, black wheels with baby 

moons and a meshed A-Frame Tongue. While the 8' Shadow models come standard with aluminum fenders, the California 

Fiberglass Fenders that are standard on the 10' models are available as an upgrade.

Nature is not
a place to visit. 
It is home.
GARY SNYDER
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The 5x10 and 6x10 Silver Shadows are our 2nd and 3rd leading selling trailers – and for good reason. These beauties offer 

the most room, classic styling and boatloads of amenities. In addition to sinks and stoves, these teardrops can come 

with 12/110 fridges, customized galleys, cabinetry, interior staining, 

embedded AC units and a headboard.

Aesthetics Casual Modern Retro Classic
Interior Finish Carpeted Walls, White Cabinetry Birch Walls and Cabinetry
Power Package Optional Standard Feature
Wheels/Fenders Aluminum Fenders & Alloys Baby Moons & Fiberglass Fenders (Aluminum on 5x8)
Storage Small Storage at Foot of Bed Under Bed Storage, Deep Headboard in 10'
Galley Fixed Countertop for Sink & Stove  Amenable to Sinks, Stoves, Fridges & Embedded AC units

Little Guy
vs.

Silver Shadow

Little Guy Silver Shadow

5x8 vs. 5x10 – at the end of the day, the only difference is 2 feet of length… but those 2 feet give you the following: a deeper galley 

(able to handle sink, stove, fridge, AC & more storage), a longer bed and headboard with sliding front doors and internal storage.
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sleepers These trailers are ideal for those looking 

to get out on the road and having a � are for style while doing it.

The RT deviates from the typical teardrop 

trailer in that it does not feature a galley but 

rather comes complete with birch interior, 

full power, window shades, Sight & Sound 

and a nifty rear entry door. This little dream 

machine is perfect for those on the move!

The “Reverse Teardrop” (RT) hit the market 5 years ago and 

was greeted with open arms from a segment looking for an 

innovative sleeper. 

The yet to be named concept trailer from Little 

Guy Worldwide will arrive to market the summer 

of 2013. This beauty is not only extremely light 

weight (under 500 lbs) but also aesthetically 

intriguing. The standard model will include the 

power package and offer Air Conditioning, Sight 

& Sound and a Custom Designed Roof Rack. 

Coming Soon!

� e RT

A well spent day 
brings happy sleep.

LEONARDO DA VINCI
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options
Power Package

Sight & Sound

Air Conditioning

Sink & Stove

Stargazer Window

Fridge

Special Paint 

Add a little power to your Little Guy! 
Bring 12v and 110 power into your 
trailer with multiple outlets, LED lights, a 
3-speed/dual directional roof fan, porch 
lights, 30amp inlet, and 25' power cord. 
Your battery will charge when connected 
to shoreline power or your tow vehicle. 

Add the convenience of AMFM/CD/
DVD w/cable coaxial to your get-a-way. 
It’s available in both the 9" Under the 
Cabinet Style or 19" LED with Control 
Panel and surround sound. Either way, 
when you arrive at camp, you are ready 
to watch Napoleon Dynamite!

Stay cool with an embedded 5000BTU 
AC Unit. Our custom designed 
multi-intake and exhaust system will 
put an icicle on your nose while your 
friends sweat away.
Available in 10' Shadows only. All other 
models, please refer to the Climate Right.

Need a place to brush your teeth, do the 
dishes and cook your food? Equip your 
galley with rectangular sink complete 
w/ 5 gal water tank, city line and 12v 
pump. A 2-burner LP cooktop is the 
perfect complement and you’re ready 
for the evening ahead!

Looking to jazz up the aesthetics of your 
trailer, bring in some light or simply add 
a nice evening view of the sky above? 
Then the stargazer is for you – open up 
your options and enjoy the bene� ts. 

Grab some popsicles or cold ones & 
hit the road. This 12v/110 fridge will 
keep your stuff cool on a hot day – with 
very minimal draw on your battery. The 
fridge can be partnered with a sink, a 
stove or both (in a 6x10 Shadow)!
Available in 10' Shadows only.

While Little Guys come standard in white and Shadows come in 
silver or white, you can make a trailer unique to you.  Match your 
tow vehicle or your favorite sports team.  You may choose to paint 
the entire trailer or just the side walls.
A � oating, aluminum roof is used, so we will not warranty a darkly painted roof 
from rippling in extreme heat.

Staining & Painting
While Little Guys come standard with 
white cabinetry and Shadows feature 
birch, you can opt to make it your own. 
Put birch or black cabinetry into your 
Little Guy or stain your Shadow cabinetry 
with Washington Cherry or Oak.
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Tent Covers Teardrop Lock
gain 100 sq ft of “living space” with 

this multi-function screen room & tent.
protect from UV, Acid Rain, 

Sap and more…

accessories

Climate Right Roof Rack

Solar Panel

Spare � re

Window Shades

if you’ve got electric, you’ve got a 
complete HVAC system for your trailer

Need some more cargo room? Store 
a bike, boat, skis or more gear on top!

Chase the sun and keep your trailer powered at all times

Be prepared for a � at: stores on 
the tongue or under the trailer.

Who knew owning a teardrop would attract so much attention. Whether 
it’s the sun or a set of eyes, these shades will keep them from peering in!

let people know you care about 
your trailer and it is YOURS!

For more cool accessories, please visit www.golittleguy.com10



specifications

features

Weight Tongue 
Weight

Fender to 
Fender

Tip to
Tail

Exterior 
Height

Interior 
Width

Interior 
Height

Mattress 
Size

Tire Size

LITE SERIES POUNDS POUNDS INCHES FEET INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES

4x7 Duece 500 75 66 10 56 46.5 37 46x76 13

5x7 Duece 600 85 78 10 56 58.5 37 58x76 13

Rascal 490 70 66 11 56 46.5 37 46x69 13

LITTLE GUY
4-Wide 800 80 66 12 68 46.5 42 46x76 13

5-Wide 900 90 78 12 68 58.5 42 58x76 13

6-Wide 1000 100 92 13 68 70.5 42 70x76 14

OFF ROAD
Sport 1380 150 92 16 68 70.5 42 70x76 14

Rough Rider 1490 155 80 12 72 58.5 42 58x76 15

BOSS 1690 170 94 14 72 70.5 42 70x76 15

SLEEPERS
RT 940 100 78 12 68 58.5 42 58x78 13

SILVER SHADOW
5x8 850 95 80 11 68 58.5 38 58x75 14

5x10 1080 100 80 13 68 58.5 38 58x80 14

6x10 1200 115 92 13 68 70.5 38 58x80 14

Deuce Rascal Little Guy 8' Silver Shadow 10' Silver 
Shadow RT

Cabinetry OPT White White Birch Birch Birch

Interior Walls Gray Carpeting Gray Carpeting Gray Carpeting Birch Birch Birch

Wheels White Steel Alloys Alloys Black with Baby Moon Black with Baby Moon Alloys

Fenders Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Fiberglass Fenders Aluminum

Mattress OPT tri-fold tri-fold split split split

Power Pkg OPT OPT OPT STD STD STD

Window Shades OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT STD

Sink NA NA OPT OPT (9" Round) YES NA

Stove NA NA OPT NA OPT NA

Fridge NA NA NA NA OPT NA

A/C NA NA NA NA OPT NA

Sight & Sound OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT STD

LED's OPT STD STD STD STD STD

Cupholders STD STD STD STD STD STD

Stargazer OPT NA OPT OPT OPT NA

All features and speci� cations are subject to change without notice. Weights displayed do not include battery.

All units are tent-ready as of April, 2013. Every unit with power is prepped for Zamp Solar Products.
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Scan 
code to 
see even 
more 
beautiful 
product

Nothing is more beautiful than the loveliness of the woods before sunrise. 
GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER

Your Local Dealer

www.golittleguy.com

Quality is King
Our main priority at Little Guy Worldwide is building the highest quality and most practical teardrop trailer on the market. The 

materials and components employed in each build are carefully chosen with function & aesthetics. Skilled Amish craftsmen carefully 

construct each trailer with painstaking care – accepting nothing but excellence. We strictly adhere to NFPA and Z240 guidelines and 

incorporate multiple quality control checkpoints during the build. When trailers are complete and come off line, we put each one 

through a rigorous 87 point inspection process.

Dealer Body
Our dealer body is the lifeblood of our organization. We encourage customers to purchase locally. Each dealership is independently 

owned and operated – free from any corporate requirements. Purchasing from your local dealer has multiple bene� ts. First and 

foremost, it allows a long and meaningful relationship to form. From the time of purchase to servicing your trailer to trading it in for 

your next one, your dealer will be best suited to take care of you. Whether it is proximity, state regulations or simple ‘teardrop tips’ 

your experience will be enhanced with a local connection. If you ever should have the need for upgrades or warranty work, the vast 

majority of our dealers can take care of that for you as well.


